
THE ESSENTIAL HOW TO'S

Guide to Buying the Right Sofa



So you’re looking for a new living room sofa. When it comes to buying a new sofa, there's a lot to consider. 

This piece of furniture will be well-used, and must be able to stand the test of time. It will likely be a prominent feature 
in the room, so the style, colour and fabric should fit into the existing decor and suit your own style and taste. 

We’ve created this guide to help you navigate your way through the process of buying the right sofa for your home, 
your style, and your budget.
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MEASURE TWICE, BUY ONCE!

.01
Before anything else, measure the space that the 
new sofa is going into. This way, you can pick a sofa 
that will fit, and avoid falling in love with a sofa that 
won’t work. 

A good tip is to measure the entire room and make 
a scale paper drawing. Next, make scale paper cut 
outs of the other main furniture pieces in the room. 
You’ll be able to determine the size of sofa that will fit 
without overwhelming the room, and this also allows 
you to move pieces around to make optimal use of 
available space. If you’re planning to put your sofa in 
front of a window, measure the height of the window 
sill to ensure there’s room for the sofa to fit below it. 

In addition, measure the size of any doors and 
hallways that the sofa needs to travel through to get 
to its final destination. There’s nothing worse than 
buying the perfect sofa and not being able to fit it 
through the doorway. PIVOT!
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Take some time to find a sofa style you like, whether 
it’s searching Pinterest or visiting your favourite calgary 
furniture stores. You’ll see a variety of trends and styles, 
from contemporary to traditional, to more relaxed and 
casual designs to more formal structured sofas. Take 
a seat and spend the time finding your preferred style.  

DETERMINE YOUR STYLE



LEATHER OR FABRIC?
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These are the two main options when it comes 
to choosing your material, and both are good 
choices with their respective pros and cons. For 
example, leather is easy to clean, and is the better 
choice for allergy sufferers with pets, however, a 
quality leather sofa is more expensive than fabric. 
A fabric sofa, on the other hand, has far more 
options for colour and fabrics, but it likely won’t be 
as hypoallergenic as leather, or wear as well in a 
household with pets or small children. Of course, 
not all leathers and fabrics are created equally, 
and some will be more durable than others.

Above all else, you want your sofa to last, so choose 
the material that works best with your lifestyle.
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Your sofa colour will have a big effect on the overall vibe 
of your living room and is something to consider carefully. 

What’s the existing colour scheme in the room? Will you 
pick a sofa that matches? Or complement the existing 
decor with a different colour or bold pattern? Will you 
choose a more neutral hue? The latter leaves room to 
accessorize with colourful pillows and throws which can 
be switched out over time. 

CONSIDER COLOUR OPTIONS
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Everything comes at a price. Have a budget in mind before you 
head to the furniture store, and look at different options that fit 
within your range. 

Consider if you will make the purchase outright, or utilizing the 
store’s payment plan. Home Evolution offers an Easy Purchase 
Plan to make buying the furniture of your dreams a reality.

WHAT IS YOUR BUDGET?



TRY IT LIKE YOU WOULD AT HOME
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Once you’ve found what you think is the perfect sofa, sit in it. Get comfortable. Put your 
feet up and relax. Try to imagine yourself lounging on the same sofa in your living room. 
Is it big enough, comfortable enough? Does it feel right? Only you will know.



ASK ABOUT
DELIVERY OPTIONS
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There’s nothing more exciting than finally saying 
Yes to the sofa! However, the hard work is far 
from over. You need to get it home, and into 
place. Will it fit in your vehicle, and if so, are you 
sure you want to put in that effort? 

Ask the furniture store about delivery options—
in many cases the delivery fee is worth the effort 
and responsibility of getting it to your home in 
one piece. 
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Visit Home Evolution today and find the 
sofa that will be a part of your home for 
years to come.

Home Evolution is Calgary’s premier 
lifestyle store. We offer a sophisticated 
collection of furniture and accessories 
that reflect your lifestyle and needs. 

We are celebrating 18 years of helping 
Calgarians create beautiful spaces. We 
stand by our commitment to quality and 
service that has earned Home Evolution 
the trust and loyalty of our customers.

7133 – 11 St. SE, Calgary, AB, T2H 2S1   |   403.253.5552   |   www.home-evolution.com   |   www.facebook.com/homeevolution 

CONTACT


